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While examining the genre of “The Stories of
the Prophets” (Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’) as back-
ground to my dissertation about Abraham in
Islamic literature, I received from Prof. J.
Sadan a manuscript that he found in the Brit-
ish Library that is related to this genre. Later
I found similar versions of the same compo-
sition, which led me to try to find how this
compilation emerged. The composition is
very close to the preaching literature (wa‘�),
which deals mainly with moral education,
but it also includes stories. I wondered if this
is a literary genre, standing by itself, which
started out as an aid, auxiliary material for
understanding the oral tradition and religious
studies, and then became an independent
genre, closer to edifying literature, known as
Paraenetica, or to the genre of Specula Regis
(Mirrors of kings). I describe the manuscript
in order to try to reach a conclusion: is this
a different literary genre? Is it an educa-
tional genre or only a simplified version of
stories for a child or a non-Arab ruler whose
education was in Arabic language? Or did
the writer perhaps want an original name
for his compilation, and as the name Qi�a�
al-Anbiy�’ was already in use he chose a dif-
ferent name, using a word which also inti-
mates the collection’s small size?

Key words: Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’; Preaching lit-
erature (wa‘�); Edifying literature; Mirrors of
kings; La��’if.

Trabajando sobre el género de “Historias de
los Profetas” (Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’) en el proce-
so de elaboración de mi tesis sobre Abraham
en la literatura islámica, el profesor J. Sadan
me envió un manuscrito que había localizado
en la British Library relacionado con este gé-
nero. Posteriormente encontré versiones si-
milares de la misma composición, lo que me
animó a profundizar mi investigación sobre
sus orígenes. La obra está próxima a la litera-
tura de predicación (wa‘�), que se ocupa
principalmente de la educación moral, pero
también incluye historias. Me planteé la posi-
bilidad de que éste formarse un género que
hubiera surgido como una ayuda, un material
auxiliar concebido para entender la tradición
oral y los estudios religiosos para, posterior-
mente, convertirse en un género indepen-
diente, más cercano a la Parénesis o al Specu-
la Regis (Espejos de príncipes). Describiré el
manuscrito para intentar alcanzar una conclu-
sión sobre ciertas cuestiones: ¿es éste un gé-
nero literario diferente?, ¿se trata de un géne-
ro educativo o solamente es una versión
simplificada de historias para ilustrar a niños
o principiantes de la lengua árabe?, ¿buscaría
el autor un nombre original para su compila-
ción, haciendo referencia al reducido tamaño
de la colección y descartando el de Qi�a�
al-Anbiy�’ por ser conocido?

Palabras clave: Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’; Literatura
de predicación (wa‘�); Parénesis; Espejos de
príncipes; La��’if.



Preface

MS or.12656 is a composition which was given to me by Profes-
sor J. Sadan, who found it in the British Library. 1 A similar but not
identical manuscript version was found in the Junta collection of Ma-
drid, and yet another in the National Library of Paris. A common cus-
tom was apparently to gather stories which until then had been trans-
mitted orally, and to write them down. I have edited the manuscript
and intend to publish it in the near future. I give one chapter as an ex-
ample in Annex B to this paper.

The meaning of the term La��’if

Ibn Man��r in his dictionary Lis�n al-‘Arab gives two meanings
to the adjective La��’if, though only in the singular form, la�	f: a.
something small, delicate; b. an obscure or hidden meaning of a
word. 2

Many books bear the title La��’if and they are usually collections
of small pieces of information. Examples are the works of
al-Tha‘�lib�, a remarkable 10th-century scholar, 3 author of many
books with La��’if in the title such as La��’if al-ma‘�rif, La��’if
al-lu�f, al-La��’if wa-l-�ar�’if, and more; Ibn al-‘Arab�, who wrote
the book La��’if al-asr�r; al-Qas�all�n�, author of La��’if al-ish�r�t;
and many others.
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1 I dealt with this manuscript at length as part of my dissertation, written under Pro-
fessor Sadan’s supervision. I would like to thank him for his helpful guidance and useful
comments on a first draft of this article. I alone, of course, am responsible for its content.

2 “Amm� la�ufa bi-l-�amm fa-ma‘n�hu �agura wa-daqqa [...] wa-l-la��f min al-kal�m
m� l� khaf�’ f�hi”. Ibn Man��r, Lis�n al-‘Arab, D�r 	�dir, Bayr�t, n.d., 9, 316-317. The
same meanings appear in F�r�z�b�d�, Mu
ammad b. Ya‘q�b, al-Q�m
s al-Mu�	�, 1979,
3, 189. He also writes the adjective, and says: “al-la��f al-‘�lim bi-khaf�y� al-um�r
wa-daq�’iqih� min al-kal�m”, i.e., the one who knows the hidden meanings behind the
sayings.

3 See Ibn Khallik�n, Wafay�t al-a‘y�n, Slane, W.M.G. baron of (transl.), Paris,
1842-71, 129-130. The obscurity surrounding his life has led certain western orientalists
like Caetani and Brockelmann to deny him attribution of some of his works, but this is a
matter for a different study. An elaborate description of the man and his life is given by
C.E. Bosworth in the introduction to his translation of the book La��’if al-ma‘�rif. See
The Book of Curious and Entertaining Information of al-Tha‘�lib	, Edinburgh, 1968, 1-7.



Al-Tha‘�lib�’s compositions with the title La��’if contain works
often written on a modest scale, with the needs of students, secretar-
ies, officials, and the like in mind. A desideratum for the Muslim
seeking a general education or specific training for official profes-
sions was knowledge of adab, the basic learning necessary to supply
social or professional polish

Muslim authors wrote on the adab required by such groups as rul-
ers, viziers, soldiers, mystics, and contemplatives, and even court
jesters and raconteurs. The scope of adab was very wide: it embraced
all the traditional Islamic linguistic, religious, and legal sciences, to-
gether with the Islamic version of Human History. This breadth in
part explains why a work from the La��’if genre appears more like a
collection of unrelated snippets of information. 4

Even though these compilations were written with a didactic goal,
many of them contain short anecdotes meant to entertain. Writers
such as al-Tha‘�lib� had in mind to hold their readers’ interest, and
they did so by inserting these amusing episodes into their material,
placing odd items of information before the readers and abruptly
changing the subject if they feared that dealing too long with a certain
topic would become tedious.

Works meant to be useful for various classes and professions ap-
pear as early as the third century of Islam, for example, Kit�b
al-mu�abbar of Ibn �ab�b (d. 245/859-860), who inserted into his
compilation material which was later included in La��’if books. 5
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4 Bosworth translates the words la��’if al-ma‘�rif as “curious and entertaining infor-
mation”. See also his discussion about this genre in The Book of Curious, 14-16. For gen-
eral discussions on adab see Grunebaum, G.H. von, Mediaeval Islam, Chicago, 1946,
250-257 and Gabrieli, F., “Adab”, EI2.

5 Around the same time as al-Tha‘�lib� we find al-F�r�b�’s book I���’ al-‘Ul
m
(4th/10th century) and al-Khuw�rizm�’s Maf�t	� al-‘Ul
m. Both start a new tendency to
classify systematically various branches of knowledge and to assemble lists of interpreta-
tions of technical terms of the sciences. But unlike the collections of La��’if, they refrain
from curious information or amusing stories. On these works see Bosworth, C.E., “A pio-
neer encyclopedia of the science: al-Khuw�rizm�’s Keys of the Sciences”, Isis, 1 (1963),
99-101.



The Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ genre

Narratives and stories concerning the patriarchs and prophets were
already collected during the prophet Mu
ammad’s lifetime, and they
feature in all genres of Muslim literature: exegesis (tafs	r), historiog-
raphy (ta’r	kh), and �ad	th literature. Books dedicated to these stories
appear as early as the end of the 1st/7th century. 6

The first extant example of this genre dates to the 3/9 century:
Mubtada’ al-duny� wa-Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’. 7

The major complete collections of Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ are from the
5th/11th century, and they deal with traditions ranging from the Cre-
ation until the time of Jesus. These are the book by al-Tha‘lab� ‘Ar�’is
al-Maj�lis, the book by al-Kis�’�, Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’, and the book by
al-�araf� who lived in Cordoba, and was an expert in Qur’�nic read-
ings. 8

Does the manuscript of Kit�b La��’if al-Anbiy�’ wa-f	hi Qi�a�
al-Anbiy�’ belong to this genre or is it a separate genre standing by it-
self? To answer this question I start with a description of the manu-
script.

The manuscript of Kit�b La��’if al-Anbiy�’ wa-f�hi
Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’

The manuscript numbered OR12656 of the British Library (here-
inafter: London manuscript) does not appear in any catalogue but
only in books containing the lists of acquisitions; the year of its acqui-
sition is 1961. It is a 142-page essay with no name of an author or any
information about the time or place of writing. The handwriting is
naskh	, 11 rows per page and 7-10 words per row. There are hardly
any vowel signs in the middle or at the end of the words. The writing
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6 The first book we hear about was written by the Yemenite of Persian origin Wahb
b. Munabbih. The book is not extant but much material attributed to him is quoted by
later authors. For references to many studies on him see Tottoli, R., Le Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’
di �araf	, Napoli, 1996, 45-49.

7 This ms. is not complete but its more than 200 folios tell many prophets’ stories.
For more information on this ms. and its importance, see Tottoli, R., “The Qi�a�
al-Anbiy�’ of Ibn Mu�arrif al-�araf�”, Al-Qan�ara, 19 (1998), 132-133.

8 On this unpublished collection, see Tottoli, “The Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ of Ibn
Mu�arrif”, 137-160.



itself is round and clear, and the spaces between the rows are wide.
The book is titled La��’if Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ and is divided into 14
chapters dealing with La��’if, which are embedded with moral les-
sons. The title of each chapter is the name of a prophet or a moral-re-
ligious matter: chapters 1 to 11 are named respectively Adam, Noah,
Abraham, Ishmael, Jacob, Job, Jonah, Solomon, Moses, Jesus, and
Mu
ammad. Chapter 12 is dedicated to the names of God, chapter 13
to prayer, and chapter 14 to the titles of God. The first page, describ-
ing the contents, refers also to a chapter 15 but the manuscript ends
with chapter 14. Each chapter is divided into subchapters, called fa�l
(chapter) – a word written in large bold letters.

The anonymous author apparently intended to write a book to be
read by young men. He defines his purpose at the beginning of the es-
say: “You have asked me to collect stories [literally anecdotes, which
are not necessarily humorous] from La��’if Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ and to
insert among them lessons which will be of great influence on the ob-
server, and enlighten the thought of the reader, and I am answering
you quickly.” 9 Clearly, the book was commissioned for didactic pur-
poses. Recall, however, that sometimes an author pretends that his
book was commissioned even though he wrote it at his own initiative,
and only after he completed it did someone buy it from him.

I have found other two versions of this manuscript, in Madrid and
in Paris.

1. The manuscript of the Junta para Ampliación
de Estudios —CSIC—

Manuscript number 63 is from the collection known as
“Manuscritos de la Junta”, preserved in the Tomás Navarro Tomás Li-
brary, at the Centro de Ciencias Humanas y Sociales —CCHS— of
CSIC in Madrid (hereinafter: the Junta manuscript); it contains two
literary works (see below). 10 Asín Palacios, in the catalogue of the
Junta manuscript, would define it as two literary works, whereas
Hermosilla Llisterri saw the two as one literary work; I shall return to
this point later.
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9 Ms. London, page 3a.
10 Ribera, J. y Asín, M., Manuscritos árabes y aljamiados de la Biblioteca de la

Junta, Madrid, 1912, 228-232.



It is titled Kit�b La��’if al-Anbiy�’ wa-f	hi Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’. It is
stated at the beginning of the manuscript that it was copied by
al-Im�m Ab
 l-Q�sim, a biographer who wrote about the Muslims in
Spain; its exact time of writing is given: the end of the year 803/1401.
This manuscript was kept in a mosque near Zaragoza, a city under
Christians rule with a Muslim minority. 11

The Muslims living in Christian Spain were known as Mudejars,
and they had a legal status which allowed them to maintain their reli-
gion. In many parts of the Peninsula they lost the written and even
oral use of Arabic: they wrote in Spanish in Arabic script, what is
known as “Aljamiado”. They continued to do so after being converted
to Catholicism in 1502 (Castille) and in 1526 (Aragon).

A medley of methods of writing was used by Muslims living in
Christian Spain, such as Spanish in Arabic script and Arabic in Arabic
and in Latin script. 12 In this style of writing (Aljamiado) we find Qi�a�
al-Anbiy�’, which might be a continuation of a La��’if genre, and the
manuscript leads to these stories. Perhaps the La��’if are intermediate
stages between the Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ and Aljamiado stories, even
though the evolution does not necessarily imply a direct connection. 13

The manuscript contains 20 pages, 25 rows on each page, and
17-20 words in each row. The writing is very dense, the rows fill the
width of the page, and occasionally they continue in the margins
around the text. The manuscript is extremely difficult to read. It is di-
vided into chapters like the London manuscript, but the further divi-
sion into subchapters is hardly followed. Except in a few places, the
header fa�l (chapter) is missing from the equivalent place in the Lon-
don manuscript.
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11 Van Koningsveld claims that Ab� l-Q�sim was the Im�m of Santa María de
Huevra, near the city of Saragossa; see “Christian Arabic Literature from Medieval
Spain: an Attempt at Periodization”, in S. Khalil and J.S. Nilsen (eds.), Christian Arabic
Apologetics during the Abb�sid Period, Leiden, 1999, 86.

12 Later, all activities involving Islamic culture were banned, and the use of Arabic,
oral or written, was forbidden, along with singing Arabic songs, traditional dancing, etc.
See Harvey, L.P., Islamic Spain, Chicago, 1990, 2-5, 85, 336-337.

13 A good example is the texts collected by Corriente, similar to Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’.
They are written in Spanish in Arabic script (which he replaced in his book with Latin
script) and include stories about Moses and David while all the rest are Muslims heroes
(‘Al�, M�lik b. Din�r, and others). The text defines the stories as 
ad�th (“al-hadiz” in the
language of the text). See Corriente, F. (ed.), Relatos píos y profanos del manuscrito
aljamiado de Urrea de Jalón, Zaragoza, 1990, prologue by M.J. Viguera.



The Junta manuscript is shorter than the London manuscript: it
generally omits the quotations from the Qur’�n cited in the London
manuscript, or at least some of them. However, the Junta manuscript
consistently retains the phrases attached to the names of God (be
praised -ta‘�l�), of Mu
ammad (the prayer of God upon him and his
peace -�all� All�hu ‘alayhi wa-sallama), of Abraham (rest in peace
-‘alayhi al-sal�m), etc. 14

2. The Paris manuscript

Manuscript number Arabe 1926 of the National Library in Paris
(hereinafter: the Paris A manuscript) is very similar to the other
two. 15 It contains 181 pages, 9 rows on each page, with 4-7 words per
row. The writing is very clear and neat, and unlike the other two
manuscripts it is fully voweled, both in the words and at their ends. It
is divided to chapters and subchapters like the London manuscript
and the Junta manuscript. At the bottom of each page the first word of
the next page is written. In size it is closer to the London manuscript,
but in proximity to proper Arabic (fu���) 16 it is more like the Junta
manuscript. This manuscript leaves out some passages found in the
other two, but its chapters contain a few parts that do not appear in
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14 This point is significant in examining the possibility that this manuscript was cop-
ied by Christians in Christian Spain, and the manner of the copying (probably in the 14th

century): the Muslim character of the manuscript was in a way censored, but enough
characteristics are preserved (formulas following names) to show that the copyist did
not intend to totally erase the Muslim character. Van Koningsveld deals with
Arab-Andalusian manuscripts in Christian Spain which were current among the three re-
ligions: “Andalusian Arabic Manuscripts from Christian Spain: A Comparative
Intracultural Approach”, IOS, XII (1992), 75-104); R. Boase, “The Morisco Expulsion
and Diaspora”, in D. Hook and B. Taylor (eds.), Cultures in Contact in Medieval Islam,
London, 1990, 9-28.

15 Vajda, G., Index General des manuscripts arabes musulmans de la Bibliothèque
Nationale de Paris, Paris, 1953, 563; Slane, W.M.G. baron of, Catalogue des manu-
scripts Arabes, Paris, 1883-1895, 345.

16 Al-Fu���: the normative correct pure language. On the development of the rules
of the normative language see Fuck, J.W., “‘Arabiyya”, EI2, 1, 561-569. I use the lan-
guage as a tool to define the manuscripts and not as a goal in itself (a linguistic purpose).
Therefore, describing differences from the normative Arabic as “deviations” is not a
judgmental approach, as our goal is not linguistic, but a way to define manuscripts and
their mutual relations. On the linguistics see Blau, J., The Emergence and Linguistic
Background of Judeo-Arabic, London, 1965.



them. Also, chapter 13 deals with �ik�y�t, whereas in the other two
manuscripts this chapter is dedicated to prayer. The last two chapters,
respectively on prayer and the names of God, do not appear in it.

Relations between the manuscripts: a comparison

The manuscripts’ texts sometimes deviate from proper grammar.
Some of the “mistakes” are quite common among copyists of fu���.
These are minor changes, often allowed by the grammarians (such as
a masculine verb before certain feminine nouns). However, the fact
that the neat handwriting goes together with the proper form, whereas
a sloppier manuscript contains variants (sometimes actual errors), tes-
tifies to carelessness in grammar.

A. The scope of the essay

The London manuscript is the longest and the most complete. The
Junta manuscript and the Paris A manuscript lack parts (not the same
in the two manuscripts) that are present in the London manuscript.
However, in both the latter manuscripts, especially Paris A, passages
appear that are absent from the London manuscript, but these addi-
tional parts are far fewer than the missing parts. Paris A has a few full
pages that do not appear in the other two manuscripts.

B. Technical differences

1. The handwriting of the London and the Paris manuscripts is
clear and highly legible. The rows are short and the spaces are wide.
The Junta manuscript is cursive and was probably written quickly. It
is dense and hard to read. The rows fill the entire width of the page
and at times the writing continues into the margin of the page, around
the text.

2. The Paris A manuscript is fully voweled, both in the words
and at their ends, usually with correct grammar and syntax. The Lon-
don manuscript has a few random vowel signs. The Junta manuscript
has almost none, except on a few words.
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3. The London and Paris A manuscripts are properly divided
into chapters and subchapters, fu�
l; the header of each subchapter,
fa�l, is written in bold. The Junta manuscript has no consistent divi-
sion into subchapters and the word fa�l is often omitted.

4. Only in a few cases is there a subchapter in the London manu-
script that does not appear in the Paris A manuscript, and vice versa.

In medieval manuscripts the beginning of a chapter may be indi-
cated by a new line + header + new line. However it was also custom-
ary to start a new chapter in the middle of the row, especially if the
header is painted red (“rubric”), thus saving paper (or papyrus or
parchment). This habit of the copyist of the Junta manuscript is there-
fore not surprising. The color, however, is not always seen well in the
photocopies of manuscripts. The London manuscript appears to have
its main headers painted gold. This too is a sign of the proximity of
the book to the “mirrors of kings” genre, to educational books, and to
the style of preaching (ethics), which tends to be delivered orally.
(Preaching in the streets, in mosques, and in royal circles was a com-
mon sight, attested by the written preaching of Ibn al-Jawz� and his
biography.)

5. Quotations from the Qur’�n are longer in Paris A manuscript.
The London manuscript sometimes abbreviates with al-�ya (etc.).
The Junta manuscript omits citations in more cases.

6. In the London and the Paris A manuscripts the usual phrases
are always added to the name of God (the praised ta‘�l�), of each
prophet (rest in peace ‘alayhi al-sal�m) and of Mu
ammad (the
prayer of God be upon him and his peace �all� All�hu ‘alayhi
wa-sallama). The Junta manuscript often omits these formulas.

7. Various synonyms often appear in each of the manuscripts,
i.e., different verbs or nouns express a similar idea. This common fea-
ture usually does not occur in the copying of works of philology or
when religious adherence to the text is observed. Its presence in our
case shows that the educational book was popular and perhaps not
very strict as it was meant for simple readers, youngsters. Also, the
copyists who wished to impart moral values to the stories might have
lived in a population that no longer maintained proper Arabic. This
question must be left to linguists.
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C. Linguistic differences 17

1. The writing in the London manuscript is frequently flawed
and the vowels are almost consistently omitted. The writing in the
Junta and the Paris A manuscripts is almost always full, with strict at-
tention to the rules of proper language.

2. The writing of the hamza in the Junta manuscript is often mis-
taken or omitted altogether. The London manuscript is more accurate
in this matter, and the Paris A manuscript hardly ever deviates from
the proper hamza rules.

3. In the London manuscript alif maq�
ra is often replaced with
a silent alif, a feature apparent also in the other two manuscripts but
not as much. In the Junta and the Paris A manuscripts alif maq�
ra is
written almost everywhere as it should be according to the rules of
proper orthography (the so-called fu���, whose rules were assembled
by grammarians based on the authentic model of the Qur’�n).

D. Differences in the law of forms

Certain deviations between manuscripts commonly arise with
copyists of fu���. These are minor errors, which are sometimes per-
mitted (e.g., a masculine verb before feminine forms of certain types).
However, the fact that in the meticulous manuscripts the correct lan-
guage form is present, whereas in a more careless manuscript variants
appear (sometimes as real errors), shows sloppiness or lack of atten-
tion to the linguistic aspect.

1. Substitutions of the masculine demonstrative pronoun by the
feminine, and the reverse, are common in the London manuscript and
the Junta manuscripts. Such substitutions do not exist in the Paris A
manuscript.

2. The use of the future tense is common in the London manu-
script even with past actions. In the Junta and the Paris A manuscripts
tenses are in strict agreement with the time of the event, except of rare
cases.

3. The London and the Junta manuscripts evince a mixture of
regular future tense and shortened future tense (majz
m) forms, not
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17 See tables in Annex A.



necessarily according to the rules of Classical Arabic. The Paris A
manuscript adheres almost throughout to the rule.

4. The London manuscript has many instances of jumbled gen-
der, referring to the masculine as feminine and vice versa, as well as a
mixture of singular and plural. This feature appears in the Junta
manuscript too, but less. In the Paris A manuscript it is negligible.

5. The plural instead of the dual is common in the London and
the Junta manuscripts, and very rare in the Paris A manuscript.

6. Changes and deviations in the suffixes of the dual and plural
forms, unconnected to the syntax, appear in the London and the Junta
manuscripts, but hardly ever in the Paris A manuscript.

E. Differences in syntax

1. The London manuscript often uses the indefinite third person
singular masculine form of the verb, whereas the Junta manuscript is
more strict; the Paris A manuscript generally observes the rules re-
quired by the structure of the sentence.

2. Negation words are improperly used in a few cases in all three
manuscripts.

3. Question sentences without question words appear in all three
manuscripts, though less in the Paris A manuscript than in the other
two.

4. The London manuscript shows no strict observance of the in-
definite accusative form, whereas in the Junta manuscript it almost al-
ways keeps to the rule of syntax, often even when it is not needed. In
the Paris A manuscript there are no deviations from the rule in this
matter, and the form appears or is omitted accordingly.

5. The three manuscripts often use prepositions instead of the
accusative.

6. In the Junta manuscript many other features common in Mid-
dle Arabic can be found, such as deviations and alterations in the use
of the connecting particles wa and fa, the use of asyndetic locutions,
redundancy, errors in the Five Names, and more. In the London and
the Paris A manuscripts the traces of Middle Arabic are hardly
discernable, and the language maintains its purity and its lack of er-
rors or deviations from the rule.
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Parallel works

It is useful to refer to parallel compositions which may help to
prove that the La��’if was a genre in itself.

Here are two examples of parallel works.

Example A (of the La��’if type but with a different emphasis) is
Manuscript n.º 1924 of the National Library of Paris 18 titled Kit�b
La��’if al-Anbiy�’ wa-f	hi Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’. It contains 27 chapters
dealing with the prophets, but it is entirely different from the three
manuscripts mentioned above. The tendency of this author is more
historiographic than educational; it presents many commentaries and
controversies, even if it does not cite their speakers.

This manuscript, unlike the previous ones, addresses not the
Qur’�n but the literature of the traditions (�ad	th) and historiography.
Therefore, many chains of traditionists (isn�d) and many biographical
details are set forth, and only very few moral lessons. However, it
seems to belong to the same literary genre of La��’if which is meant
to educate, perhaps with a greater connection to adab as education
and less to moral talks (paraenetica or edifying literature) than the
other three manuscripts.

Here is a partial list of the chapter headings in this work:
Chapter A: the dynasty and age of Abraham (f	 nasabihi

wa-mablagh ‘umrihi �all� All�hu ‘alayhi wa-sallama). The chapter
deals with Abraham’s age, a few calculations of the period of time
that elapsed between Adam and Abraham, the interpretation of the
name Idr	s, and some of his primary characteristics.

Chapter B: the birth of Abraham (f	 mawlidihi �all� All�hu ‘alayhi
wa-sallama). This chapter deals with the various versions of Abra-
ham’s birthplace.

Chapter C: Abraham’s leaving the cave and his arguments and
conflict with his people (f	 khur
jihi min al-sirb wa-muh�j�tihi
qawmahu). This chapter expands on his being thrown into the fur-
nace, his arguments with Nimrod, the story of the insect that killed
Nimrod, and the story of the Tower of Babel and the multiplicity of
languages.
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Chapter D: Abraham’s migration (f	 hijratihi ‘alayhi al-sal�m).
This chapter deals with the versions of his journey to the Holy Land,
the story of Sarah, and Pharaoh and Abraham’s cattle.

Chapter E: The birth of Ishmael and his age (f	 dhikr mawlid
Ism�‘	l wa-mablagh ‘umrihi). The chapter tells of the birth of
Ishmael, his being preferred by Abraham over Isaac, the relations of
Sarah and Hagar, the expulsion of Hagar, the building of the Ka‘ba,
and the story of the Binding, including the argument regarding the
identity of the sacrificed son.

Example B (of the La��’if type) is a manuscript of the Vatican Li-
brary numbered Cod.Borg. Ar 164, and described in the catalogue of
Levi della Vida as an essay by one known as al-Mu��awwi‘	
al-Nays�b
r	. Its title is La��’if al-Alb�b wa-l-�ar	q il� wal	
al-Asb�b. 19 The work, described also by Van Koningsveld, is a mix-
ture of theological matters and stories of prophets, and its author is a
14th-century man. 20 From the content of folio 31b it is apparent that
the author summarized his remarks (observations?) from a source
called La��’if al-Anbiy�’ which was ascribed to (nusiba il�) ‘Az�z
al-Q���. No other details about him are given in the catalogue, and
Brockelmann and his like disregard him. However, a comparison of
the text shows that it is not identical to our La��’if al-Anbiy�’. As a
few examples we can mention:

Chapters 1-5 include prefaces about stories of the prophets, about
the Muslims, and about the Prophet Mu
ammad.

Chapter 6 contains stories of “the prophet Adam, may he rest in
peace” (min la��’if nab	 All�h �dam ‘alayhi al-sal�m). The chapter
deals with the creation of man, and the attitude of the angels and Sa-
tan to his being created.
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Chapter 7 tells stories about Noah (min la��’if N�� alayhi
al-sal�m). The chapter gives different versions of commentaries on
the Qur’�nic verses mentioning Noah.

Chapter 8 contains stories about Abraham (min la��’if Ibr�h�m
‘alayhi al-sal�m). Different versions of commentaries on the
Qur’�nic verses mentioning Abraham are presented.

Chapter 9 gives stories about Ishmael (min la��’if Ism�‘�l).
According to this, it may have been customary to summarize

La��’if al-Anbiy�’ of this kind for purposes of preaching and educa-
tion more than for the purpose of entertaining the listeners, as is the
case with Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ collections.

What can we deduce from the foregoing about
the chains of the version?

1. One writer most probably did not copy the manuscript of an-
other; perhaps they all saw some older version, from which they all
copied. The differences in the versions presumably arose also due to
the liberty that writers allowed themselves with the written text, and
also due to errors of copyists or unintentional omissions.

The London manuscript and the Paris A manuscript are in my
opinion the closest to the older (or the oldest) version. At least judg-
ing by its length, I believe that the London manuscript, the longest,
was not copied from the Junta manuscript or the Paris A manuscript.

2. The London manuscript and the Paris A manuscript are writ-
ten in a manner that suggests their target readership: young men such
as sons of kings who have to learn from these stories. But of course
Specula Regis were meant also to educate rulers at the start of their
way or even later, namely the purpose of the original essay itself as
stated on the very first page. The Junta manuscript was probably cop-
ied for a different purpose, perhaps as a book for some scholar. It
therefore does not have a strict external form, it is densely written,
and not in large legible letters or in well defined rows.

3. The many features in the Junta manuscript typical of Middle
Arabic hardly exist in the Paris A manuscript, and even less in the
London manuscript. This might show us that the original manuscript
from which the three were copied did not deviate from Classical
Arabic. The tendencies of the copyist of the Junta manuscript and his
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own language wrought changes in the spirit of the Middle Arabic lan-
guage. However, we must not reject the possibility that the London
manuscript, the longest of the three, is the source, and the copyists of
the Junta manuscript and the Paris A manuscript corrected the mis-
takes based on grammatical rules that were clear to them.

More likely is the gradual commission of slight deviations that
came naturally to the copyist (London and Paris manuscripts), and
more numerous and excessive deviations (resulting from the influ-
ence of the Middle Arabic) (Junta), resulting from a normative text.
Otherwise, the different “deviations” presumably came first, and the
copyists corrected to the language to proper fu��� with varying de-
grees of success. Clearly the first option is the logical one; it may
serve to prove that the correct order is the one that places the Junta
manuscript at the end of the chain.

4. If we logically assume that the basis for some of the above
features, typical of Middle Arabic, was established by the author him-
self, especially regarding syntax matters, which usually suffer the
copyist's foibles less than spelling, we may conclude that the book
was written in common language which showed these features as
early as the 2nd century after the �ijra.

An idea as to the time of the literary work
and its author’s identity

The foregoing depicts a picture of a popular genre that developed
alongside the maw�‘i
 literature (preaching) and Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’. It
consisted of inserting stories of the prophet into moral educational lit-
erature, and it was called La��’if. Jewish motifs may have exerted an
influence on the shaping of the narrative and the deductive side.
These were textbooks, on the borders of the adab, which also means
education. Our manuscript is not really a book of ethics, as the lesson
of the stories in it is not clear. It is more a literary work, both educa-
tional and narrative, with elements of preaching. There is obviously
no pretension to cover all the Qi�a� but rather to present some of
them, and not only them (so what else?). If our work does indeed rep-
resent a stage in the development of the adab, we might be able to
date it to the 13th or 14th century AD.
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However, the work seems to be earlier; its source perhaps to be
found in learning circles formed when the need to teach Islam to new
converts arose. Its core was quotations from the Qur’�n and numer-
ous comparisons among the prophets. The many repetitions of stories
in the different chapters of the work may attest that they were first
told orally and written down only later, by the first writer, from his
memory and understanding. Therefore, when he had nothing more to
write about the chapter's central personality, at least according to the
title, he wrote about others.

Refuting Hermosilla Llisterri’s arguments as to the author’s
identity and the circumstances of the writing

Asín Palacios, who describes the manuscript, believes that La��’if
al-Anbiy�’ is another literary work whose author is the so-called
al-Im�m al-Ust�� Ab� l-Q�sim. 21

Hermosilla Llisterri describes the Junta manuscript in her article
in Al-Qan�ara as Andalusian in origin. 22 According to her, the author
of the work is a man named Ab
 al-Q�sim. Like Asín Palacios, she
recognized two works in the manuscript, one entitled La��’if
al-Anbiy�’ which ends on page 26r, and the other Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’,
which begins on page 27v. She claims that this work is parallel to one
entitled Bad’ al-khalq wa-Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ (“The beginning of cre-
ation and the prophets’ stories”) which was published by Raif Khoury
of Heidelberg. 23 She pays very little attention to the first composi-
tion, which is our main concern, and concentrates on the second, in
what is indeed a profound and important study. Hermosilla maintains
that the fact that the composition La��’if al-Anbiy�’, was, in her opin-
ion, written in a Morisco 24 handwriting is important, and the main
character in its development was the above mentioned Ab
 al-Q�sim.
She thinks that the book by Ibn Wath�ma, Kit�b bad’ al-khalq
wa-Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’, was probably given by Ibn al-Mufarrij (whom
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she tries to identify) to Ab
 al-Q�sim. Regarding the first part of the
composition, which is parallel to our manuscript, she believes that
Ab
 al-Q�sim was its writer and editor. Hermosilla apparently criti-
cizes Khoury, the editor of the second composition, for disregarding
the “Andalusian origin” of the work. But after comparing the differ-
ent versions of the first composition we can comment on her criti-
cism.

Discussion of the conclusions arising

The comparison between the London, the Junta, and the Paris A
manuscripts shows that the manuscript mentioned by Hermosilla is
only one of the versions. A comparison of the variants shows, I be-
lieve, that originally the manuscripts were prepared in the Mashriq
and they were copied in Spain. However, this cannot be verified.

Manuscripts that do not originate in Spain presumably exist, con-
sidering the way they are written (like the London and Paris manu-
scripts), which are closer to the assumed “origin” than the Junta
manuscript. As a result, three conclusions can be reached, with a de-
gree of criticism of the views of Hermosilla:

1. It is not necessarily an Andalusi literary work.
2. Judging by its character, the work belongs to a genre popular

throughout the Muslim world, similar to the “Mirrors of kings”,
preaching (Maw�‘iz), compilations of moral stories, and wise prov-
erbs (�ikam). Some writers produce edifying literature (Paraenetica)
of these types, such as advice for rulers and politicians, with wide line
spacing, so that the prince (or the ruler) with limited mastery of the
language will be able to read. This can be seen in both our mashriq�
manuscripts and shows that they are the source. Examples of “Mirrors
of kings” and manuscripts that are easy to read (calligraphically) are
found in different libraries such as those of Ottoman rulers. All the
data show that the mashriq� manuscripts (whose source is in the Mid-
dle Eastern Muslim countries) that are so attractive in form are the
source, and not the aljamiado-morisco manuscript (as defined by
Hermosilla), which seems slovenly to us. As can be seen by a com-
parison of the variants and from the tables in Annex A, there are more
errors and omissions in the Spanish text than in the other two. This
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still does not necessarily imply that one of the mashriq� versions is
the source and the Spanish manuscript is a direct or indirect copy, but
we can state that the mashriq� manuscript is closer to the source and
generally reflects it; the Spanish manuscript is a “faulty” diversion. It
is hard to imagine that the mashriq� manuscripts of the work (of
which Hermosilla was not aware) are copies. The version with more
mistakes and poor handwriting is most probably the copy.

3. Ab
 al-Q�sim was perhaps just a copyist who “connected”
two works: ours and a very old one of Ibn Wath�ma, as shown by Raif
Khoury. Hermosilla Llisterri’s recognition of the Im�m al-Ust�dh
Ab
 al-Q�sim as the writer of Kit�b La��’if al-Anbiy�’ wa-f�hi Qi�a�
al-Anbiy�’ is thus not convincing. Even if we replace “writer” by “ed-
itor” it is still hardly convincing, in light of the comparison with the
mashriq� manuscripts. Van Koningsveld is probably correct that this
person should be identified as an Im�m in a mosque, and nothing
more.

Hermosilla could not overturn any of Khoury’s findings in his re-
search on another literary work (namely that only the Junta manu-
script is connected to our literary work). It is unfortunate that Khoury
did not see, from Asín Palacios’ old catalogue, that there is a parallel
manuscript (with certain lacunae) in Madrid. Still, this in no way di-
minishes the quality of his research.

Who may the author be? It could certainly be a man of the Eastern
Muslim world whose essay ended up in the Iberian peninsula, be it di-
rectly or via North Africa. The two essays are unconnected in the
sense of the character of the work.

To sum up

Despite the unsystematic and selective nature of our compiler,
many of his snippets of information can be combined with other ma-
terial from contemporary adab, Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’, tafs�r, and history
books to give a picture of education in his day. His work may be use-
ful for various classes and professions, from people concerned with
educating their children to those simply wishing to add a veneer of
Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ to their own knowledge. It may be a non-Arab ruler
whose language of instruction was Arabic. As this collection includes
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stories about righteous men we may assume that it is a didactic book:
for example, Anushirwan, who is mentioned in one of the chapters,
was not a prophet but a descendant of the Persians, so perhaps the au-
thor wished to show that these were morally upright rulers. Or possi-
bly he inserted Anushirwan, unconnected to the anecdotes before and
after, simply to fill out his sparse material.

The writer could have been a preacher or simply a compiler who
wished to give his own title to a book, and as Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ was al-
ready in use he chose a title that would also hint that it was a lesser
compilation.

Be that as it may, the compiler has left us an interesting book and
has added another dimension to the study of education in general and
Qi�a� al-Anbiy�’ in particular as part of the important knowledge for
the educated man.

Annex A: Examples of the manuscripts’ deviations
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Annex B: Chapter 4, Abraham

This chapter is edited according to the London manuscript, with
point-by-point comparisons with the Junta and Paris manuscripts
given only in the footnotes where � signifies the Madrid (Junta) ms.
and � the Paris ms. I have not corrected the mistakes, and the version
suggested here does not select or conflate.
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